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ABSTRACT

Multi-modal language models (LM) have recently shown promising performance
in high-level reasoning tasks on videos. However, existing methods still fall short
in tasks like causal or compositional spatiotemporal reasoning over actions, in
which model predictions need to be grounded in fine-grained low-level details,
such as object motions and object interactions. In this work, we propose train-
ing an LM end-to-end on low-level surrogate tasks, including object detection,
re-identification, and tracking, to endow the model with the required low-level
visual capabilities. We show that a two-stream video encoder with spatiotemporal
attention is effective at capturing the required static and motion-based cues in the
video. By leveraging the LM’s ability to perform the low-level surrogate tasks, we
can cast reasoning in videos as the three-step process of Look, Remember, Reason,
wherein visual information is extracted using low-level visual skills step-by-step
and then integrated to arrive at a final answer. We demonstrate the effectiveness
of our framework on diverse visual reasoning tasks from the ACRE, CATER,
Something-Else and STAR datasets. Our approach is trainable end-to-end and
surpasses state-of-the-art task-specific methods across tasks by a large margin.

1 INTRODUCTION

Autoregressive language models (LMs) have shown impressive results on reasoning tasks such as
on grade school math problems (Cobbe et al., 2021) and even on LSAT (abs, 2023). Most language
models designed for these problems, however, are trained on only textual data. Since many real-world
scenarios require reasoning over heterogeneous sensory inputs, e.g., visual cues. multi-modal LMs
for images or videos have recently gained traction (Alayrac et al., 2022; Koh et al., 2023; Zhang et al.,
2023b; Maaz et al., 2023; Li et al., 2023b;b; Maaz et al., 2023). The focus of current multi-modal
LMs for videos have primarily been on high-level question answering and instruction following
(Maaz et al., 2023; Li et al., 2023b; Alayrac et al., 2022). However, many visual reasoning problems
in videos require grounding in fine-grained low-level information, i.e., recognizing objects, and
understanding their spatiotemporal interactions. For example, as shown in Fig. 1, recognition of
the high-level compositional action requires a fine-grained understanding of low-level details of
motion and interactions between objects. The ability of multi-modal LMs to perform visual reasoning
tasks such as compositional action recognition in videos (Materzynska et al., 2020) that require a
combination of low-level skills with high-level reasoning has not yet been explored.

To enable multi-modal LMs to solve such reasoning problems we propose our Look, Remember and
Reason (LRR) multi-modal LM. Our LRR model architecture extracts dense spatiotemporal features
from each input frame. This is accomplished using a two-stream attention-based architecture that
captures low-level spatial and temporal details (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014) at each input video
frame using top-down cross-attention. Our multi-modal LRR model is grounded to relevant low-level
visual information in the scene by stochastically introducing low-level surrogate tasks during training,
including object recognition, re-identification, and tracking, at randomly selected time-steps (c.f .
Fig. 1). We keep these grounded spatiotemporal features, which include low-level visual details,
in the working memory, i.e., “remembered” within the context window of the LM. This allows the
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Figure 1. Our Look, Remember, Reason (LRR) model ‘looks’ at the video frames to extract relevant low-level
information, e.g., object motion and interactions, supervised with surrogate tasks like object tracking only during
training. It ‘remembers’ the information from intermediate steps and ‘reasons’ using the aggregated information.

model to combine the low-level visual features with high-level inferences to “reason” and generate
the final responses using our LRR framework as shown in Fig. 1.

Our main contributions are: (i) We highlight the importance of grounding for visual reasoning in
multi-modal LMs and propose a novel Look, Remember, and Reason framework to this end to
instill the required low-level visual skills in the model using surrogate tasks during training; (ii) We
introduce a two-stream video encoder that captures both the scene structure and object motions,
crucial for learning the low-level skills; (iii) We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on
ACRE (Zhang et al., 2021), CATER (Girdhar & Ramanan, 2020), and the real-world Something-Else
(Materzynska et al., 2020) and STAR (Wu et al., 2021) datasets. Our approach outperforms the prior
state-of-the-art, that is based on highly task-specific architectures, by a large margin—highlighting
how our general-purpose LRR model can perform varied and complex spatiotemporal reasoning
tasks in videos including causal, compositional and situated reasoning.

2 RELATED WORK

Multi-modal language models. The use of auto-regressive language models with adapters to process
visual inputs is an active area of research. Recently proposed models include Pix2seq (Chen et al.,
2022), which is trained to extract low-level visual information from images. Unlike our work,
extracting low-level visual information is a goal in itself in that work not a surrogate task, and the
model processes images not videos. Other image-based multi-modal LMs include ViperGPT (Surís
et al., 2023), VisProg (Gupta & Kembhavi, 2022), and Chameleon (Lu et al., 2023). Similarly,
PaLM-E (Driess et al., 2023) provides images and text as interleaved multi-modal latent vectors,
allowing it to process multiple images within any part of a sentence which serves as an input to the
LM where the model is trained end-to-end. LLaMA-Adapter (Zhang et al., 2023a) introduces an
adapter layer to enable multi-modal inputs with the LLaMA model Touvron et al. (2023). FROMAGe
(Koh et al., 2023) freezes the language model and fine-tunes the input and output linear layers to
encode multi-modal interactions. InstructBLIP (Dai et al., 2023) improves high-level instruction
following abilities using instruction fine-tuning. Qwen-VL (Bai et al., 2023) and Kosmos-2 (Peng
et al., 2023) propose grounded multi-model LMs that can localize referring expressions in images. In
contrast to our work, all these approaches process images not videos.

Video-based multi-modal LMs include Video-ChatGPT (Maaz et al., 2023), VideoChat (Li et al.,
2023b), and Valley (Luo et al., 2023). They focus on question answering and instruction following
using video. Flamingo (Alayrac et al., 2022), by using a Perceiver as input, is also able to ingest
video data, and similarly is trained to infer high-level concepts. In our work, in contrast, we study
visual reasoning tasks that require low-level understanding in the form of e.g., motion, actions, and
interactions, in addition to high-level reasoning. We show how grounding high-level concepts in
these low-level representations greatly improves video-based reasoning tasks.
Spatiotemporal video grounding. Recent work on grounding focuses on spatially localizing an
object in an image or in a video given a referring expression (Huang et al., 2018; Shi et al., 2019;
Vasudevan et al., 2018; Li et al., 2023c). Deng et al. (2021); Yang et al. (2020); Luo et al. (2020);
Yang et al. (2019); Kamath et al. (2021) propose end-to-end approaches for the spatial localization
in images. For video, Chen et al. (2018; 2019); Zeng et al. (2020); Zhang et al. (2019; 2020);
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He et al. (2019); Jang et al. (2023) focus on temporal localization given a natural language query.
Methods like STVGBert (Su et al., 2021) and STCAT (Jin et al., 2022) perform spatiotemporal
localization of a natural language query using a transformer-based model. Yang et al. (2022) focuses
on action localization given a natural language query. Xiao et al. (2023) propose video grounding
using Gaussian mask optimization. In contrast to these methods, the approach we introduce performs
visual grounding in a pre-trained LM through end-to-end training using surrogate tasks. We show
that this makes it possible to instill low-level visual capabilities as required for solving reasoning
problems.
Attention-based models and visual reasoning. Attention-based models have been studied ex-
tensively for visual reasoning Ding et al. (2021); Hu et al. (2017); Hudson & Manning (2018);
Kamath et al. (2021); Mahajan & Roth (2020); Santoro et al. (2017). Recent advances include an
object-centric encoder and a transformer reasoning module to solve RPM-like benchmarks (Mondal
et al., 2023), multi-hop feature modulation (Strub et al., 2018) and cascaded modulation networks
(Yao et al., 2018) that use a multi-step comprehension process, neural interpreters (Rahaman et al.,
2021) that factorize inference in a self-attention network and ALANS learner (Zhang et al., 2022a)
that combines abstract algebra and representation theory. Calibrating concepts and operations Li
et al. (2021) enables neural symbolic models to capture underlying data characteristics and perform
hierarchical inference. Again, the key difference in our work is that we instill the ability to extract
object-centric information within the LM itself, using surrogate tasks, instead of resorting to separate
object detection modules.

3 LOOK, REMEMBER, REASON

To allow for visual reasoning in videos using language models, we propose a novel Look, Remember,
Reason framework which grounds the model to the low-level structual and motion information in the
visual input required for solving high-level reasoning tasks. Grounding is enabled through low-level
visual surrogate tasks, e.g. object recognition, tracking and re-identification. In the following, we first
describe our auto-regressive LRR architecture including details of our two-stream video encoder,
followed by our training pipeline with details of our surrogate tasks.

3.1 AUTO-REGRESSIVE PIPELINE

Our LRR model parameterized by θ, as shown in Fig. 2, is based on a pre-trained LM backbone
with a two-stream auto-regressive video encoder. Our LRR model receives the visual reasoning
problem Q and, an interleaved sequence I of video frames V = (v1, . . . ,vTv

) and tokenized text
S = (s1, . . . , sTs

) as input. S consists of low-level visual surrogate tasks and the answer indicated by
<taskname> and <answer> respectively. The input video frame sequence V is encoded by our two-
stream video encoder. The LM backbone receives as input Q, and the interleaved sequence of encoded
video frames V whose positions are indicated with <frame> special tokens and S. Conditioned on Q
and V, we train our LRR model by maximizing log-likelihood of the text sequence S as,

log
(
pθ(S|Q,V)

)
=

∑
ts

log
(
pθ(sts |s1, . . . , sts−1,v1, . . . ,vtv ,Q)

)
(1)

where, (v1, . . . ,vtv ) is the interleaved video frame sub-sequence up to the text token sts . In
Section 3.4, we describe the surrogate tasks included in S. The parameters of the LM backbone
are initialized from pre-trained LMs, allowing us to exploit their existing high-level reasoning
capabilities. We use LMs from the OPT family (Zhang et al., 2022b), but verified that similar
performance can be achieved using other pre-trained models (Gao et al., 2021; Scao et al., 2022).
While LM backbones are trained only on text, visual reasoning relies on information from the visual
domain V. Therefore, to ground our LRR model, visual information in V needs to be mapped to the
text-based representation space of the LM. The key challenge here is that in contrast to text tokens,
videos are highly information dense. To address this, we develop a two-stream video encoder to
extract information relevant for the visual reasoning problem at hand, such that responses to the
visual reasoning problems are grounded in the fine-grained low-level details of the video.
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Self-Attn

<latexit sha1_base64="DaIE5t3q/c6yxLCeX+TGbzSkrY8=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXtEcvwSJ4sSRS1GO1F48V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZjfsTsQQ6l/x4kERr/4Qb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzDa77ba2srq1vbBa2its7u3v79sFhS8tEEdokkkvVCbCmnAnaBAacdmJFcRRw2g7G9anffqBKMynuIY2pH+GhYCEjGIzUt0s9oI+gSVZXUuuzawAx6dtlt+LO4CwTLydllKPRt796A0mSiAogHGvd9dwY/AwrYITTSbGXaBpjMsZD2jVU4IhqP5sdP3FOjDJwQqlMCXBm6u+JDEdap1FgOiMMI73oTcX/vG4C4ZWfMREnQAWZLwoT7oB0pkk4A6YoAZ4agoli5laHjLDCBExeRROCt/jyMmmdV7yLSvWuWq7d5HEU0BE6RqfIQ5eohm5RAzURQSl6Rq/ozXqyXqx362PeumLlMyX0B9bnD0YtlS8=</latexit>

Cross-Attn

<latexit sha1_base64="6rv7GqTGPS2PUiEyuDqCVa7tAxs=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetXrUcvwSJ4sSRS1GPVi8eK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7E2kJ/StePCji1T/izX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWaeHwuu0XG+rZXVtfWNzdxWfntnd2+/cFBs6ChRDOosEpFq+VSD4BLqyFFAK1ZAQ19A0x/eTv3mEyjNI/mI4xi8kPYlDzijaKRuodhBGKFm6QOI4OwaUU66hZJTdmawl4mbkRLJUOsWvjq9iCUhSGSCat12nRi9lCrkTMAk30k0xJQNaR/ahkoagvbS2e0T+8QoPTuIlCmJ9kz9PZHSUOtx6JvOkOJAL3pT8T+vnWBw5aVcxgmCZPNFQSJsjOxpEHaPK2AoxoZQpri51WYDqihDE1fehOAuvrxMGudl96Jcua+UqjdZHDlyRI7JKXHJJamSO1IjdcLIiDyTV/JmTawX6936mLeuWNnMIfkD6/MHVwOUpQ==</latexit>

Self-Attn

<frame>

<latexit sha1_base64="6rv7GqTGPS2PUiEyuDqCVa7tAxs=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetXrUcvwSJ4sSRS1GPVi8eK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7E2kJ/StePCji1T/izX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWaeHwuu0XG+rZXVtfWNzdxWfntnd2+/cFBs6ChRDOosEpFq+VSD4BLqyFFAK1ZAQ19A0x/eTv3mEyjNI/mI4xi8kPYlDzijaKRuodhBGKFm6QOI4OwaUU66hZJTdmawl4mbkRLJUOsWvjq9iCUhSGSCat12nRi9lCrkTMAk30k0xJQNaR/ahkoagvbS2e0T+8QoPTuIlCmJ9kz9PZHSUOtx6JvOkOJAL3pT8T+vnWBw5aVcxgmCZPNFQSJsjOxpEHaPK2AoxoZQpri51WYDqihDE1fehOAuvrxMGudl96Jcua+UqjdZHDlyRI7JKXHJJamSO1IjdcLIiDyTV/JmTawX6936mLeuWNnMIfkD6/MHVwOUpQ==</latexit>

Self-Attn

<latexit sha1_base64="DaIE5t3q/c6yxLCeX+TGbzSkrY8=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXtEcvwSJ4sSRS1GO1F48V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZjfsTsQQ6l/x4kERr/4Qb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzDa77ba2srq1vbBa2its7u3v79sFhS8tEEdokkkvVCbCmnAnaBAacdmJFcRRw2g7G9anffqBKMynuIY2pH+GhYCEjGIzUt0s9oI+gSVZXUuuzawAx6dtlt+LO4CwTLydllKPRt796A0mSiAogHGvd9dwY/AwrYITTSbGXaBpjMsZD2jVU4IhqP5sdP3FOjDJwQqlMCXBm6u+JDEdap1FgOiMMI73oTcX/vG4C4ZWfMREnQAWZLwoT7oB0pkk4A6YoAZ4agoli5laHjLDCBExeRROCt/jyMmmdV7yLSvWuWq7d5HEU0BE6RqfIQ5eohm5RAzURQSl6Rq/ozXqyXqx362PeumLlMyX0B9bnD0YtlS8=</latexit>

Cross-Attn

<latexit sha1_base64="6rv7GqTGPS2PUiEyuDqCVa7tAxs=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetXrUcvwSJ4sSRS1GPVi8eK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7E2kJ/StePCji1T/izX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWaeHwuu0XG+rZXVtfWNzdxWfntnd2+/cFBs6ChRDOosEpFq+VSD4BLqyFFAK1ZAQ19A0x/eTv3mEyjNI/mI4xi8kPYlDzijaKRuodhBGKFm6QOI4OwaUU66hZJTdmawl4mbkRLJUOsWvjq9iCUhSGSCat12nRi9lCrkTMAk30k0xJQNaR/ahkoagvbS2e0T+8QoPTuIlCmJ9kz9PZHSUOtx6JvOkOJAL3pT8T+vnWBw5aVcxgmCZPNFQSJsjOxpEHaPK2AoxoZQpri51WYDqihDE1fehOAuvrxMGudl96Jcua+UqjdZHDlyRI7JKXHJJamSO1IjdcLIiDyTV/JmTawX6936mLeuWNnMIfkD6/MHVwOUpQ==</latexit>

Self-Attn

<latexit sha1_base64="RR2fUOlAAkrBxa1Qx9vk/i+FT9U=">AAAB/nicbVDJSgNBEO1xjXEbFU9eBoPgxTAjbieJePEY0SyQDKGnU5M06ekZumvEMAT8FS8eFPHqd3jzb+wsB018UPB4r4qqekEiuEbX/bbm5hcWl5ZzK/nVtfWNTXtru6rjVDGosFjEqh5QDYJLqCBHAfVEAY0CAbWgdz30aw+gNI/lPfYT8CPakTzkjKKRWvZuE+ERNcvuEqNQcXSFKActu+AW3RGcWeJNSIFMUG7ZX812zNIIJDJBtW54boJ+RhVyJmCQb6YaEsp6tAMNQyWNQPvZ6PyBc2CUthPGypREZ6T+nshopHU/CkxnRLGrp72h+J/XSDG88DMukxRBsvGiMBUOxs4wC6fNFTAUfUMoU9zc6rAuVZShSSxvQvCmX54l1eOid1Y8vT0plC4nceTIHtknh8Qj56REbkiZVAgjGXkmr+TNerJerHfrY9w6Z01mdsgfWJ8/yLiWBA==</latexit>

Spatial-Attn

<latexit sha1_base64="U9Q3t1AQ40w/WbY3DSiVXeAqG0s=">AAAB+3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXEb49HLYBC8GGbE7SQRLx4jZIMkhJ5OTdKkp2forpGEYX7FiwdFvPoj3vwbO8tBEx8UPN6roqqeHwuu0XW/rZXVtfWNzdxWfntnd2/fPijUdZQoBjUWiUg1fapBcAk15CigGSugoS+g4Q/vJ37jCZTmkaziOIZOSPuSB5xRNFLXLrQRRqhZWoUwPrtDlFnXLroldwpnmXhzUiRzVLr2V7sXsSQEiUxQrVueG2MnpQo5E5Dl24mGmLIh7UPLUElD0J10envmnBil5wSRMiXRmaq/J1Iaaj0OfdMZUhzoRW8i/ue1EgxuOimXcYIg2WxRkAgHI2cShNPjChiKsSGUKW5uddiAKsrQxJU3IXiLLy+T+nnJuypdPl4Uy7fzOHLkiByTU+KRa1ImD6RCaoSREXkmr+TNyqwX6936mLWuWPOZQ/IH1ucPaJ2Urg==</latexit>

Temp-Attn

<latexit sha1_base64="U9Q3t1AQ40w/WbY3DSiVXeAqG0s=">AAAB+3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXEb49HLYBC8GGbE7SQRLx4jZIMkhJ5OTdKkp2forpGEYX7FiwdFvPoj3vwbO8tBEx8UPN6roqqeHwuu0XW/rZXVtfWNzdxWfntnd2/fPijUdZQoBjUWiUg1fapBcAk15CigGSugoS+g4Q/vJ37jCZTmkaziOIZOSPuSB5xRNFLXLrQRRqhZWoUwPrtDlFnXLroldwpnmXhzUiRzVLr2V7sXsSQEiUxQrVueG2MnpQo5E5Dl24mGmLIh7UPLUElD0J10envmnBil5wSRMiXRmaq/J1Iaaj0OfdMZUhzoRW8i/ue1EgxuOimXcYIg2WxRkAgHI2cShNPjChiKsSGUKW5uddiAKsrQxJU3IXiLLy+T+nnJuypdPl4Uy7fzOHLkiByTU+KRa1ImD6RCaoSREXkmr+TNyqwX6936mLWuWPOZQ/IH1ucPaJ2Urg==</latexit>

Temp-Attn

<latexit sha1_base64="RR2fUOlAAkrBxa1Qx9vk/i+FT9U=">AAAB/nicbVDJSgNBEO1xjXEbFU9eBoPgxTAjbieJePEY0SyQDKGnU5M06ekZumvEMAT8FS8eFPHqd3jzb+wsB018UPB4r4qqekEiuEbX/bbm5hcWl5ZzK/nVtfWNTXtru6rjVDGosFjEqh5QDYJLqCBHAfVEAY0CAbWgdz30aw+gNI/lPfYT8CPakTzkjKKRWvZuE+ERNcvuEqNQcXSFKActu+AW3RGcWeJNSIFMUG7ZX812zNIIJDJBtW54boJ+RhVyJmCQb6YaEsp6tAMNQyWNQPvZ6PyBc2CUthPGypREZ6T+nshopHU/CkxnRLGrp72h+J/XSDG88DMukxRBsvGiMBUOxs4wC6fNFTAUfUMoU9zc6rAuVZShSSxvQvCmX54l1eOid1Y8vT0plC4nceTIHtknh8Qj56REbkiZVAgjGXkmr+TNerJerHfrY9w6Z01mdsgfWJ8/yLiWBA==</latexit>

Spatial-Attn

<latexit sha1_base64="U9Q3t1AQ40w/WbY3DSiVXeAqG0s=">AAAB+3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXEb49HLYBC8GGbE7SQRLx4jZIMkhJ5OTdKkp2forpGEYX7FiwdFvPoj3vwbO8tBEx8UPN6roqqeHwuu0XW/rZXVtfWNzdxWfntnd2/fPijUdZQoBjUWiUg1fapBcAk15CigGSugoS+g4Q/vJ37jCZTmkaziOIZOSPuSB5xRNFLXLrQRRqhZWoUwPrtDlFnXLroldwpnmXhzUiRzVLr2V7sXsSQEiUxQrVueG2MnpQo5E5Dl24mGmLIh7UPLUElD0J10envmnBil5wSRMiXRmaq/J1Iaaj0OfdMZUhzoRW8i/ue1EgxuOimXcYIg2WxRkAgHI2cShNPjChiKsSGUKW5uddiAKsrQxJU3IXiLLy+T+nnJuypdPl4Uy7fzOHLkiByTU+KRa1ImD6RCaoSREXkmr+TNyqwX6936mLWuWPOZQ/IH1ucPaJ2Urg==</latexit>

Temp-Attn

<latexit sha1_base64="U9Q3t1AQ40w/WbY3DSiVXeAqG0s=">AAAB+3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXEb49HLYBC8GGbE7SQRLx4jZIMkhJ5OTdKkp2forpGEYX7FiwdFvPoj3vwbO8tBEx8UPN6roqqeHwuu0XW/rZXVtfWNzdxWfntnd2/fPijUdZQoBjUWiUg1fapBcAk15CigGSugoS+g4Q/vJ37jCZTmkaziOIZOSPuSB5xRNFLXLrQRRqhZWoUwPrtDlFnXLroldwpnmXhzUiRzVLr2V7sXsSQEiUxQrVueG2MnpQo5E5Dl24mGmLIh7UPLUElD0J10envmnBil5wSRMiXRmaq/J1Iaaj0OfdMZUhzoRW8i/ue1EgxuOimXcYIg2WxRkAgHI2cShNPjChiKsSGUKW5uddiAKsrQxJU3IXiLLy+T+nnJuypdPl4Uy7fzOHLkiByTU+KRa1ImD6RCaoSREXkmr+TNyqwX6936mLWuWPOZQ/IH1ucPaJ2Urg==</latexit>

Temp-Attn

<latexit sha1_base64="RR2fUOlAAkrBxa1Qx9vk/i+FT9U=">AAAB/nicbVDJSgNBEO1xjXEbFU9eBoPgxTAjbieJePEY0SyQDKGnU5M06ekZumvEMAT8FS8eFPHqd3jzb+wsB018UPB4r4qqekEiuEbX/bbm5hcWl5ZzK/nVtfWNTXtru6rjVDGosFjEqh5QDYJLqCBHAfVEAY0CAbWgdz30aw+gNI/lPfYT8CPakTzkjKKRWvZuE+ERNcvuEqNQcXSFKActu+AW3RGcWeJNSIFMUG7ZX812zNIIJDJBtW54boJ+RhVyJmCQb6YaEsp6tAMNQyWNQPvZ6PyBc2CUthPGypREZ6T+nshopHU/CkxnRLGrp72h+J/XSDG88DMukxRBsvGiMBUOxs4wC6fNFTAUfUMoU9zc6rAuVZShSSxvQvCmX54l1eOid1Y8vT0plC4nceTIHtknh8Qj56REbkiZVAgjGXkmr+TNerJerHfrY9w6Z01mdsgfWJ8/yLiWBA==</latexit>

Spatial-Attn

<latexit sha1_base64="U9Q3t1AQ40w/WbY3DSiVXeAqG0s=">AAAB+3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXEb49HLYBC8GGbE7SQRLx4jZIMkhJ5OTdKkp2forpGEYX7FiwdFvPoj3vwbO8tBEx8UPN6roqqeHwuu0XW/rZXVtfWNzdxWfntnd2/fPijUdZQoBjUWiUg1fapBcAk15CigGSugoS+g4Q/vJ37jCZTmkaziOIZOSPuSB5xRNFLXLrQRRqhZWoUwPrtDlFnXLroldwpnmXhzUiRzVLr2V7sXsSQEiUxQrVueG2MnpQo5E5Dl24mGmLIh7UPLUElD0J10envmnBil5wSRMiXRmaq/J1Iaaj0OfdMZUhzoRW8i/ue1EgxuOimXcYIg2WxRkAgHI2cShNPjChiKsSGUKW5uddiAKsrQxJU3IXiLLy+T+nnJuypdPl4Uy7fzOHLkiByTU+KRa1ImD6RCaoSREXkmr+TNyqwX6936mLWuWPOZQ/IH1ucPaJ2Urg==</latexit>

Temp-Attn

<latexit sha1_base64="U9Q3t1AQ40w/WbY3DSiVXeAqG0s=">AAAB+3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXEb49HLYBC8GGbE7SQRLx4jZIMkhJ5OTdKkp2forpGEYX7FiwdFvPoj3vwbO8tBEx8UPN6roqqeHwuu0XW/rZXVtfWNzdxWfntnd2/fPijUdZQoBjUWiUg1fapBcAk15CigGSugoS+g4Q/vJ37jCZTmkaziOIZOSPuSB5xRNFLXLrQRRqhZWoUwPrtDlFnXLroldwpnmXhzUiRzVLr2V7sXsSQEiUxQrVueG2MnpQo5E5Dl24mGmLIh7UPLUElD0J10envmnBil5wSRMiXRmaq/J1Iaaj0OfdMZUhzoRW8i/ue1EgxuOimXcYIg2WxRkAgHI2cShNPjChiKsSGUKW5uddiAKsrQxJU3IXiLLy+T+nnJuypdPl4Uy7fzOHLkiByTU+KRa1ImD6RCaoSREXkmr+TNyqwX6936mLWuWPOZQ/IH1ucPaJ2Urg==</latexit>

Temp-Attn

<latexit sha1_base64="RR2fUOlAAkrBxa1Qx9vk/i+FT9U=">AAAB/nicbVDJSgNBEO1xjXEbFU9eBoPgxTAjbieJePEY0SyQDKGnU5M06ekZumvEMAT8FS8eFPHqd3jzb+wsB018UPB4r4qqekEiuEbX/bbm5hcWl5ZzK/nVtfWNTXtru6rjVDGosFjEqh5QDYJLqCBHAfVEAY0CAbWgdz30aw+gNI/lPfYT8CPakTzkjKKRWvZuE+ERNcvuEqNQcXSFKActu+AW3RGcWeJNSIFMUG7ZX812zNIIJDJBtW54boJ+RhVyJmCQb6YaEsp6tAMNQyWNQPvZ6PyBc2CUthPGypREZ6T+nshopHU/CkxnRLGrp72h+J/XSDG88DMukxRBsvGiMBUOxs4wC6fNFTAUfUMoU9zc6rAuVZShSSxvQvCmX54l1eOid1Y8vT0plC4nceTIHtknh8Qj56REbkiZVAgjGXkmr+TNerJerHfrY9w6Z01mdsgfWJ8/yLiWBA==</latexit>

Spatial-Attn

<latexit sha1_base64="U9Q3t1AQ40w/WbY3DSiVXeAqG0s=">AAAB+3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXEb49HLYBC8GGbE7SQRLx4jZIMkhJ5OTdKkp2forpGEYX7FiwdFvPoj3vwbO8tBEx8UPN6roqqeHwuu0XW/rZXVtfWNzdxWfntnd2/fPijUdZQoBjUWiUg1fapBcAk15CigGSugoS+g4Q/vJ37jCZTmkaziOIZOSPuSB5xRNFLXLrQRRqhZWoUwPrtDlFnXLroldwpnmXhzUiRzVLr2V7sXsSQEiUxQrVueG2MnpQo5E5Dl24mGmLIh7UPLUElD0J10envmnBil5wSRMiXRmaq/J1Iaaj0OfdMZUhzoRW8i/ue1EgxuOimXcYIg2WxRkAgHI2cShNPjChiKsSGUKW5uddiAKsrQxJU3IXiLLy+T+nnJuypdPl4Uy7fzOHLkiByTU+KRa1ImD6RCaoSREXkmr+TNyqwX6936mLWuWPOZQ/IH1ucPaJ2Urg==</latexit>

Temp-Attn

<latexit sha1_base64="U9Q3t1AQ40w/WbY3DSiVXeAqG0s=">AAAB+3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXEb49HLYBC8GGbE7SQRLx4jZIMkhJ5OTdKkp2forpGEYX7FiwdFvPoj3vwbO8tBEx8UPN6roqqeHwuu0XW/rZXVtfWNzdxWfntnd2/fPijUdZQoBjUWiUg1fapBcAk15CigGSugoS+g4Q/vJ37jCZTmkaziOIZOSPuSB5xRNFLXLrQRRqhZWoUwPrtDlFnXLroldwpnmXhzUiRzVLr2V7sXsSQEiUxQrVueG2MnpQo5E5Dl24mGmLIh7UPLUElD0J10envmnBil5wSRMiXRmaq/J1Iaaj0OfdMZUhzoRW8i/ue1EgxuOimXcYIg2WxRkAgHI2cShNPjChiKsSGUKW5uddiAKsrQxJU3IXiLLy+T+nnJuypdPl4Uy7fzOHLkiByTU+KRa1ImD6RCaoSREXkmr+TNyqwX6936mLWuWPOZQ/IH1ucPaJ2Urg==</latexit>

Temp-Attn

<latexit sha1_base64="Q1ucdONu5R+gYLuSnS0f1DzVNOo=">AAACAnicbZBLSwMxFIUz9VXrq+pK3ASL4MYyI76WFTcuK7QqdErJpHc0NJMZkjtiGQZB/CtuXCji1oW/wZ3/xvSx8HUg8HHODck9QSKFQdf9dAoTk1PTM8XZ0tz8wuJSeXnlzMSp5tDksYz1RcAMSKGgiQIlXCQaWBRIOA96x4P8/Bq0EbFqYD+BdsQulQgFZ2itTnnNz6iflzZ9hBs0PGtAlGwfIaq8U664VXco+he8MVTIWPVO+cPvxjyNQCGXzJiW5ybYzphGwSXkJT81kDDeY5fQsqhYBKadDVfI6aZ1ujSMtT0K6dD9fiNjkTH9KLCTEcMr8zsbmP9lrRTDw3YmVJIiKD56KEwlxZgO+qBdoYGj7FtgXAv7V8qvmGYcbWslW4L3e+W/cLZT9fare6e7ldrd+6iOIlknG2SLeOSA1MgJqZMm4eSWPJAn8uzcO4/Oi/M6Gi044wpXyQ85b1/sC5f3</latexit>

{}

<latexit sha1_base64="VRmfFWDKQl1Fb2WXOkCRgUwGrPM=">AAACHnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWAQ3lhmx6rLqxoULBWsLnVIy6R0NzWSG5I5YhvkSN/6KGxeKCK70b8zULnwdCDmccy/JOUEihUHX/XAmJqemZ2ZLc+X5hcWl5crK6qWJU82hyWMZ63bADEihoIkCJbQTDSwKJLSCwXHht25AGxGrCxwm0I3YlRKh4Ayt1KvU/YjhdRBmpzn1EW4xozSQMR+YvLzpZ9QvrkI3PLuAKNk+RFR5r1J1a+4I9C/xxqRKxjjrVd78fszTCBRyyYzpeG6C3YxpFFxCXvZTAwnjA3YFHUsVi8B0s1G8nG5apU/DWNujkI7U7xsZi4wZRoGdLMKY314h/ud1UgwPuplQSYqg+NdDYSopxrToivaFBo5yaAnjWti/Un7NNONoGy3bErzfkf+Sy52at1ern+9WG0fjOkpknWyQLeKRfdIgJ+SMNAknd+SBPJFn5955dF6c16/RCWe8s0Z+wHn/BMMqokc=</latexit> L
b
lo

ck
s

<latexit sha1_base64="Q1ucdONu5R+gYLuSnS0f1DzVNOo=">AAACAnicbZBLSwMxFIUz9VXrq+pK3ASL4MYyI76WFTcuK7QqdErJpHc0NJMZkjtiGQZB/CtuXCji1oW/wZ3/xvSx8HUg8HHODck9QSKFQdf9dAoTk1PTM8XZ0tz8wuJSeXnlzMSp5tDksYz1RcAMSKGgiQIlXCQaWBRIOA96x4P8/Bq0EbFqYD+BdsQulQgFZ2itTnnNz6iflzZ9hBs0PGtAlGwfIaq8U664VXco+he8MVTIWPVO+cPvxjyNQCGXzJiW5ybYzphGwSXkJT81kDDeY5fQsqhYBKadDVfI6aZ1ujSMtT0K6dD9fiNjkTH9KLCTEcMr8zsbmP9lrRTDw3YmVJIiKD56KEwlxZgO+qBdoYGj7FtgXAv7V8qvmGYcbWslW4L3e+W/cLZT9fare6e7ldrd+6iOIlknG2SLeOSA1MgJqZMm4eSWPJAn8uzcO4/Oi/M6Gi044wpXyQ85b1/sC5f3</latexit>

{}
<latexit sha1_base64="rnByjwk2zR1cigPzcuckpvhxJZU=">AAACHnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWAQ3lhmx6rLqxo2gYG2hU0omvaOhmcyQ3BHLMF/ixl9x40IRwZX+jZnaha8DIYdz7iU5J0ikMOi6H87E5NT0zGxprjy/sLi0XFlZvTRxqjk0eSxj3Q6YASkUNFGghHaigUWBhFYwOC781g1oI2J1gcMEuhG7UiIUnKGVepW6HzG8DsLsNKc+wi1mlAYy5gOTlzf9jPrFVeiGZxcQJduHiCrvVapuzR2B/iXemFTJGGe9ypvfj3kagUIumTEdz02wmzGNgkvIy35qIGF8wK6gY6liEZhuNoqX002r9GkYa3sU0pH6fSNjkTHDKLCTRRjz2yvE/7xOiuFBNxMqSREU/3ooTCXFmBZd0b7QwFEOLWFcC/tXyq+ZZhxto2Vbgvc78l9yuVPz9mr1891q42hcR4mskw2yRTyyTxrkhJyRJuHkjjyQJ/Ls3DuPzovz+jU64Yx31sgPOO+fxNqiSA==</latexit> M
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<latexit sha1_base64="Gn9oUW0Ovsm8/jQjUb7qo08KMzQ=">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</latexit>

Temporal Attention
<latexit sha1_base64="P598ZpZ5h7fBWL7qLs0h53RfmJY=">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</latexit>

Spatial Attention

…

<latexit sha1_base64="Ziiatu4F4SjCGgz9FDpOz1Z0Rs0=">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</latexit>s1
<latexit sha1_base64="DGWx4Ljd8xDI/vEyAsPsBvgHUvI=">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</latexit>sts

<latexit sha1_base64="HT5Z0V5lnFn/4UrER85oL8+WEsc=">AAACBHicbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5ZpBkPAKuyKrzLExkIhgnlAsoTZyWwyZHZ2mbkrhiWFjb9iY6GIrR9h5984SbbQ6IGBwzn3Mff4seAaHOfLyi0tr6yu5dcLG5tb2zv27l5TR4mirEEjEam2TzQTXLIGcBCsHStGQl+wlj+6mPqtO6Y0j+QtjGPmhWQgecApASP17GIX2D34QXp1jWuEjvxIskmhnA4nPbdnl5yKMwP+S9yMlFCGes/+7PYjmoRMAhVE647rxOClRAGnwoztJprFZgkZsI6hkoRMe+nsiAkuG6WPg0iZJwHP1J8dKQm1Hoe+qQwJDPWiNxX/8zoJBOdeymWcAJN0vihIBIYITxPBfa4YBTE2hFDFzV8xHRJFKJjcCiYEd/Hkv6R5VHFPKyc3x6VqLYsjj4roAB0iF52hKrpEddRAFD2gJ/SCXq1H69l6s97npTkr69lHv2B9fAPP65eR</latexit> L
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<latexit sha1_base64="mbmMrBXBbvpHMMNhUkh/bSOeN/w=">AAACKnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYAh4Crvi6ySJXjwoKJgoJCHMTnqTIbOzy0yvGJb9Hi/+ipccFPHqhziJCfgqaCiquunu8mMpDLrumzMzOze/sJhbyi+vrK6tFzY26yZKNIcaj2Sk73xmQAoFNRQo4S7WwEJfwq3fPxv5t/egjYjUDQ5iaIWsq0QgOEMrtQvVUhPhAf0gvbikp4z3/UhBli+lvaydTq3LLMtPeRUpaiaUUF2KIoSsXSi6ZXcM+pd4E1IkE1y1C8NmJ+JJCAq5ZMY0PDfGVso0Ci7t7mZiILaXsC40LFUsBNNKx69mtGSVDg0ibUshHavfJ1IWGjMIfdsZMuyZ395I/M9rJBgct1Kh4gRB8a9FQSIpRnSUG+0IDRzlwBLGtbC3Ut5jmnG06eZtCN7vl/+S+l7ZOywfXO8XKyeTOHJkm+yQXeKRI1Ih5+SK1Agnj+SZvJBX58kZOm/O+1frjDOZ2SI/4Hx8AqaKqA4=</latexit>

At training time

<latexit sha1_base64="khhGTyllDwlwKylWEDCkVEyE5vk=">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</latexit>v(tv�⌧)
<latexit sha1_base64="Et86v6InA4BJZPP6WNWHFwntPmU=">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</latexit>v(tv�⌧+1)

<latexit sha1_base64="8Ho27bKX/ZLylEZ3jTucwmHWHQg=">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</latexit>vtv

<latexit sha1_base64="G/VKeX0tii6xopYu3xfPuN7Wujc=">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</latexit>vTv

<latexit sha1_base64="JG26t7ybz4N6P2OuIyg9WoC+I1Y=">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</latexit>

hM
tv

<latexit sha1_base64="/qdJYWkXXYN185MI13U2ujDEyi0=">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</latexit>

h1
tv

<latexit sha1_base64="x9XG4PZGL4I70TW4vc81R9lr2s8=">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</latexit>

z1
tv

<latexit sha1_base64="Q3bLIYhfmpp6i/p2WaA3vMBPaOQ=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="lPxU363mrsJf4YteKo3OutLfEB8=">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</latexit>

z0
tv

<latexit sha1_base64="M/Z3atKAADwqgaPwEkIUTj82ATc=">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</latexit> T
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Figure 2. The architecture of our LRR model, highlighting the use of interleaved top-down cross-attention layers
in between self-attention layers higher up in the hierarchy.

3.2 TWO-STREAM VIDEO ENCODER

Our autoregressive two-stream video encoder exploits divided space-time attention (Bertasius et al.,
2021) and generates for each input video frame patch based embeddings that capture relevant low-
level spatio-temporal information. Spatial attention captures structural information, e.g., object
identities. Temporal attention autoregressively captures object motion and interaction information
using the previous τ frames as a buffer. As a first step, it converts each input video frame vtv into P
flattened patches vtv = {v(1,tv), . . . ,v(P,tv)} of size 16 × 16 (Dosovitskiy et al., 2021) as shown
in Fig. 2. Our LRR model applies a linear transformation (LN) on the input patches to generate the
initial patch embeddings z0tv = {z0(1,tv), . . . , z

0
(P,tv)

} as,

z0(p,tv) = LN(v(p,tv)) + em(p,tv) (2)

The spatiotemporal positional embedding em(p,tv) is added to each patch to aid our video encoder ex-
tract spatiotemporal features from each patch in the input video frame. Next, these patch embeddings
are processed by the L blocks of our video encoder where at each block spatial or temporal attention
is applied. At every block ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , L} of our model, the embeddings are linearly mapped to
produce the query, keys, and values required for the space- and time-based attention operations,

qℓ
(p,tv)

= LN(zℓ(p,tv)), kℓ
(p,tv)

= LN(zℓ(p,tv)), vℓ
(p,tv)

= LN(zℓ(p,tv)). (3)

In case of temporal attention, for the patch embedding zℓ(p,tv) the attention is computed over patch
embeddings at the same spatial position p in the τ previous input video frames, zℓ(p,(tv−τ)) to zℓ(p,tv).
For the patch highlighted in red in Fig. 2 the patches where temporal attention is applied in the
previous τ input frames is highlighted in cyan. The temporal attention vector (αT )ℓ(p,tv) is given by,

(αT )
ℓ
(p,tv)

= SOFTMAX
(qℓ

(p,tv)
⊤

√
dm

[kℓ
(p,(tv−τ)), . . . ,k

ℓ
(p,tv)

]
)

(4)

where dm is the dimensionality of the key, queries and values. In contrast, the spatial attention vector,
(αS)ℓ(p,tv), is calculated over all patch embeddings of the current input video frame, highlighted in
green in Fig. 2,

(αS)
ℓ
(p,tv)

= SOFTMAX
(qℓ

(p,tv)
⊤

√
dm

[kℓ
(1,tv)

, . . . ,kℓ
(P,tv)

]
)

(5)

The patch embeddings zℓ+1
(p,tv)

are the weighted sums of the values vℓ
(p,tv)

computed using the attention
weights (αT )ℓ(p,tv) or (αS)ℓ(p,tv) in case of temporal or spatial attention, respectively. Finally, the
patch embeddings zLtv , containing localized information of the scene structure and motion, are
obtained as output from the last block L at time-step tv of the video encoder.
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3.3 LM BACKBONE WITH TOP-DOWN CROSS ATTENTION

Visual information encoded by the two-stream video encoder is mapped top-down to the LM backbone
at positions indicated by the <frame> token at time-steps tv (Fig. 2) using cross attention layers. This
top-down mechanism with cross attention layers, trained using surrogate tasks (Section 3.4), helps us
ground the LM backbone to the relevant low-level information from the input video frames.

We modify the backbone LM architecture by inserting cross attention (CROSS-ATTN) layers (Alayrac
et al., 2022) between self-attention (SELF-ATTN) layers (Fig. 2). The output patch embeddings
from our video encoder zLtv = {zL(1,tv), . . . , z

L
(p,tv)

} are transformed using multi-layer perceptrons
(MLP) at every cross-attention layer which help deal with the domain shift between the visual
and textual domains. Next, we exploit the rich hierarchical representations in the hidden states
htv = {h1

tv , . . . ,h
M
tv } of the LM at timestep tv, where M is the number of self-attention layers,

to “look” at the visual input and extract visual information in a top-down fashion for grounding.
Specifically, we use the representation ĥk

tv after the application of the (k + 1)th self-attention layer in
the LM. The hidden representation ĥk

tv encodes global semantics about the visual reasoning problem
Q and previous video frames upto tv. It serves as the query vector after a linear transformation and
the visual features zLtv serves as the keys and values of the cross attention layer respectively,

ĥk
tv = SELF-ATTN(hk

tv ) (6)

ẑtv = CROSS-ATTN(ĥk
tv , z

L
tv ) (7)

hk+1
tv = hk

tv + ĥk
tv + ẑtv (8)

hk+1
tv = FFN(hk+1

tv ) + hk+1
tv (9)

where FFN is a feedforward layer (Vaswani et al., 2017). As the hidden representation hk
tv encodes

global semantics, it allows the LM backbone to extract relevant low-level spatiotemporal information
in ẑtv (Eq. (7)), when trained using our surrogate tasks. This information added to hidden states hk+1

tv
(Eq. (8)) and is implicitly "remembered" within the context window of the LM. This information can
be aggregated by the LM to “reason” and arrive at the final answer.

3.4 GROUNDING THROUGH SURROGATE TASKS

To ground our LRR model to the relevant low-level information in the visual input, we utilize
surrogate tasks during training. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 where the model is prompted using special
tokens (<taskname>) to solve a surrogate task. We consider tasks like object recognition, tracking
and re-identification as low-level. From Fig. 1, the ability to recognize the performed action rests
upon grounding to the motion and interactions of the hand and the stapler. This makes recognition
and tracking constituent low-level capabilities for recognizing the (high-level) compositional action.

Our LRR model is highly flexible and can be prompted to solve a wide range of low-level surrogate
tasks. Here, we focus primarily on the tasks of object recognition, localization, re-identification
and tracking. These tasks are fundamental to solving a range of visual reasoning problems, and the
requisite ground truth can be readily obtained using off-the-shelf vision models (Ren et al., 2017;
Tang et al., 2017; Ye et al., 2022). Moreover, these tasks can be encoded as text to be processed by
the LM backbone in the following general format: “<taskname> object id1, object class1, object
bounding box1; . . . ; object idn, object classn, object bounding boxn”, where there are n objects
in the scene. The <taskname> special token prompts the model to solve the surrogate task. We
use <detect>, <re-identify> and <track> for detection, re-identification, and tracking surrogate tasks
respectively. The object id is an integer that is assigned by the model based on the spatiotemporal
order of appearance and is crucial for re-identification and tracking as same object instance should
be assigned the same id across video frames. The bounding box is described as a 4-tuple of the x
and y coordinates of the upper left and lower right corners. We provide additional details in the
experimental section (Section 4).

Our LRR model is prompted to solve these surrogate tasks at randomly selected time steps during
training. Random prompting forgoes the need to include surrogate tasks during inference time,
leading to faster inference. Random prompting also benefits training efficiency in the case of long
video sequences. To train our LRR model using maximum likelihood as described in Eq. (1). We
construct the token sequence S in I that includes surrogate tasks for each training example as follows:
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Table 1. Evaluation results on the ACRE dataset, where, D.R. – Direct evidence, I.D. – Indirect evidence, S.O. –
Screened-off, and B.B. – Backward Blocked subsets (∗represents results tested by ourselves.).

Compositional Systematic
Model All D.R. I.D. S.O. B.B. All D.R. I.D. S.O. B.B

NS-OPT (Zhang et al., 2021) 69.0 92.5 76.0 88.3 13.4 67.4 94.7 88.3 82.7 16.0
IV-CL† (Sun et al., 2023) 93.2 - - - - 92.6 - - - -
ALOE (Ding et al., 2021) 91.7 97.1 90.8 96.8 78.8 93.9 97.1 71.2 98.9 94.4
OpenFlamingo∗ (Awadalla et al., 2023) 38.2 42.6 49.5 9.9 47.6 38.6 36.5 25.8 13.7 67.6

LRR (Ours) 98.2 99.9 92.8 99.2 97.4 99.2 99.9 97.0 99.9 98.8

LRR (w/o Surrogate tasks) 38.1 38.4 30.2 26.2 50.0 36.5 35.2 28.1 20.0 55.3
LRR (w/o “Two-stream” encoder) 92.2 98.6 77.7 96.2 85.8 92.8 98.5 76.2 96.8 89.4
LRR (from scratch) 87.7 96.9 57.7 91.1 84.8 88.0 96.3 58.5 91.5 86.9

Context Trials Query

<re-identify> 1,medium
gray rubber cylinder; 2,
medium green rubber
cylinder.
<blicket> on.

. . .

<re-identify> 3, medium
gray rubber sphere; 4,
medium yellow metal cube.
<blicket> on.

. . .

<re-identify> 5, medium
blue metal sphere; 6,
medium purple rubber
cylinder; 3, medium gray
rubber sphere.
<blicket> off.

<re-identify> 1, medium
gray rubber cylinder; 5,
medium blue metal sphere.
<answer> no.

Figure 3. Example solutions to surrogate tasks generated by our LRR model on ACRE. Re-identified objects
across context trials are underlined in the same color.

We first randomly select a subset of video frames (vt1 , . . . ,vtk) ∈ V. We then update the token
sequence S to include the surrogate tasks at these randomly selected time-steps, the beginning of
which is marked by a task specific <taskname> special token, e.g., <detect>, <re-identify> and
<track>. The surrogate task itself is added in S as described above.

4 EXPERIMENTS

We evaluate on visual reasoning tasks from: ACRE (Zhang et al., 2021), Something-Else Materzynska
et al. (2020), CATER (Girdhar & Ramanan, 2020) and STAR (Wu et al., 2021).
Models and training details. We fine-tune the pre-trained LM backbone along with the video
encoder and cross-attention layers in our LRR model as the visual reasoning problems considered
here are challenging and cannot be accurately solved by prompting state of the art LMs such as
GPT-4 (Gendron et al., 2023). We focus on the OPT family of LMs Zhang et al. (2022b), particularly
OPT-125M/350M/1.3B. We use 4 Nvidia A100 GPUs. Additional details in the appendix.

4.1 ACRE

The ACRE dataset (Zhang et al., 2021) evaluates how well vision systems perform causal induction.
It focuses on causal discovery through "blicket" detection tests (originally designed for children).
A blicket detector activates in the presence of a blicket object. The experiment uses context trials
where different objects are placed on the detector, revealing its activation status. Subjects must then
determine which objects or combinations would trigger the detector. The ACRE dataset includes 6
context trials and 4 blicket detection tests per sample.
Surrogate tasks. The key low-level visual challenge in the ACRE dataset is to associate query objects
to the context trials to detect whether the blicket machine is activated. Therefore, we consider the
surrogate tasks of object recognition and re-identification. The solution to the surrogate task can be
generated by the backbone LM in the following format: “<re-identify> object id1, object class1; . . . ;
object idn, object classn ” as shown in Fig. 3. We also found it helpful to introduce an additional
surrogate task to identify the state of the blicket machine: “<blicket> on/off ”. These surrogate tasks
are introduced randomly during training with a probability of 30% after each context trial or query.
Baselines and evaluation. We base our LRR models on the OPT-125M backbone. For comparison
(see Table 1), we include the state-of-the-art multi-modal LLM OpenFlamingo (3B-mosaicml/mpt-
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Table 2. Evaluation on the Something-Else dataset (∗represents results tested by ourselves.).
Base Compositional

Method Top-1 Top-5 Top-1 Top-5

STIN + OIE + NL (Materzynska et al., 2020) 78.1 94.5 56.2 81.3
Video-ChatGPT∗ (Maaz et al., 2023) 52.6 75.8 38.6 67.8

LRR (Ours) 80.2 96.1 62.0 86.3

LRR (w/o Surrogate tasks) 71.3 89.6 50.1 70.8
LRR (w/o Two-stream encoder) 73.2 90.4 53.6 76.1

Figure 4. Example solutions to surrogate task tracking generated by our LRR model on Something-Else.
Bounding boxes belonging to the same track are highlighted using the same color.

1b-redpajama-200b-dolly; Awadalla et al. (2023)), as it has shown success in reasoning problems
involving multiple images and videos. We also test the following ablations to highlight key compo-
nents: 1. LRR (w/o Surrogate tasks): Tests the importance of the surrogate re-identification task;
2. LRR (w/o Two-stream encoder): Tests the importance of our two-stream encoder’s temporal
attention mechanism for object re-identification; 3. LRR (trained from scratch): Demonstrates the
value of pre-trained LM backbones by using the same OPT-125M architecture without pre-training.

Our LRR model outperforms the state of the art powerful transformer based ALOE (Ding et al.,
2021), by a large margin of 6.5% and 5.3% on the compositional and systematic splits respectively.
This shows the advantage of our end-to-end LRR model with surrogate tasks over explicit object
centric input representations used by ALOE. Similarly, we observe a significant performance gain of
60% over the powerful transformer based multi-modal LLM OpenFlamingo (Awadalla et al., 2023)
which highlights the importance of our LRR framework to ground our model to the relevant low-level
details – highlighted by the weak performance of the LRR (w/o Surrogate tasks) ablation. We also
see that our two-stream encoder improves performance over the single-stream model. The weak
performance of the LRR (from scratch) ablation shows that it is crucial to start from a pre-trained
LM backbone to exploit its high level reasoning abilities. Finally, although the results in Table 1 use
the OPT-125M backbone in our LRR model, we obtain an identical 98.2% and 99.0% accuracy on
the compositional and systematic splits respectively with an OPT-1.3B backbone, indicating that our
look, remember, reason framework is applicable across LM backbone sizes.

4.2 SOMETHING-ELSE

This complex, real-world dataset (Materzynska et al., 2020) focuses on compositional action recogni-
tion. Building upon the Something-Something dataset (Goyal et al., 2017), it measures compositional
generalization by splitting actions into verb, subject, and object combinations. This split allows for
benchmarking performance on novel combinations unseen during training, forcing models to develop
a nuanced understanding of motion rather than simply associating actions with object types.
Surrogate tasks. In this task, we employ tracking as a surrogate task to support the model’s
ability to capture motion and object interactions. Note that, as object classes are not important for
compositional action recognition, the solution to the surrogate task can be generated in the following
format: “<track> object id1, object bounding box1; . . . ; object idn, object bounding boxn” as shown
in Fig. 4. Surrogate tasks are introduced randomly during training with a probability of 30% after
each input video frame.
Baselines and evaluation. We base our LRR model on the OPT-125M LM backbone and compare
to several baselines and ablations in Table 2. We report results on both the base split and the
compositional split with novel action-object combinations. We consider the state-of-the-art STIN
+ OIE + NL Materzynska et al. (2020) and Video-ChatGPT (Maaz et al., 2023) as baselines. We
demonstrate the importance of our surrogate tasks and two-stream video encoder through ablations:
LRR (w/o Surrogate Tasks) and (w/o Two-stream encoder).
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Table 3. Evaluation on the CATER dataset (†results reported only for static camera).
Static Camera Moving Camera

Method Top-1(↑) Top-5(↑) L1(grid;↓) Top-1(↑) Top-5(↑) L1(grid;↓)

R3D + NL LSTM Girdhar & Ramanan (2020) 46.2 69.9 1.5 38.6 70.2 1.5
ALOE Ding et al. (2021) 74.0 94.0 0.44 59.7 90.1 0.69

IV-CL† (Sun et al., 2023) 70.1 88.3 - - - -
OPNet† (Shamsian et al., 2020) 74.8 - 0.54 - - -
Hopper† (Zhou et al., 2021) 73.2 93.8 0.85 - - -
TFC V3D† (Zhang, 2022) 79.7 95.5 0.47 - - -
LRR (Ours) 84.1 97.2 0.34 80.4 96.7 0.42

LRR (w/o Surrogate tasks) 68.5 88.7 0.65 62.7 86.7 0.77
LRR (w/o Two-stream encoder) 81.4 97.2 0.44 75.6 96.6 0.53

8Confidential – Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its affiliated companies – May Contain Trade Secrets 8Confidential – Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its affiliated companies – May Contain Trade Secrets 8Confidential – Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its affiliated companies – May Contain Trade Secrets 8Confidential – Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its affiliated companies – May Contain Trade Secrets

13, 18, 18, 21 21, 33, 3, 21 21, 33, 3, 21 14, 32, 3, 14

Figure 5. Example answers to the tracking surrogate task generated by our LRR model on CATER. Our LRR
model is prompted with the “<track>” special token to solve the tracking surrogate task at randomly selected
time-steps during training. Object tracks are over the 6× 6 grid on the surface and are highlighted in color.

Our LRR model also outperforms the STIN + OIE + NL baseline by 2.1% and 5.8% Top-1 accuracy
on the base and compositional split respectively, which highlights the reasoning ability of grounded
LM based architectures. The results also show that the performance of the state of the art multi-modal
LM: Video-ChatGPT (finetuned), lags very significantly by 23.4% behind our LRR model. This is
because of the CLIP based video encoder in Video-ChatGPT is not well suited for capturing motion
features and due to a lack of grounding. The importance of motion features is underscored by the
lacking performance of the plain ViT based (w/o Two-stream encoder) ablation: a Top-1 accuracy
drop of 8.4% on the compositional split. The importance of grounding is highlighted through our
ablation without surrogate tasks: a Top-1 accuracy drop of 11.9% on the compositional split. We
illustrate successful tracking of objects in complex real-world scenarios by our LRR model in Fig. 4
and in Appendix B. Note that, although the results in Table 2 uses the OPT-125M backbone, we obtain
an identical 61.3% Top-1 and 85.9% Top-5 accuracy on the compositional split with an OPT-1.3B
backbone, indicating that our look, remember, reason framework is applicable across LM sizes.

4.3 CATER

The CATER (Compositional Actions and TEmporal Reasoning) dataset challenges models to rec-
ognize complex object movement patterns requiring long-term reasoning. The most difficult task is
adversarial target tracking, where a "snitch" object must be located at the end of a video sequence
despite potential occlusion or containment within other objects. This is formulated as a classification
problem on a 6× 6 grid. The dataset includes static and moving camera splits, with the latter posing
additional challenges due to the need for long-term spatiotemporal analysis.
Surrogate tasks. We employ (multi-target) tracking as a surrogate task for which the solution can
be expressed in the following format: “<track> object id1, object grid position1; . . . ; object idn,
object grid positionn” as shown in Fig. 5. The tracking task includes the medium and large cones in
the scene, as these objects can occlude the snitch. We use grid positions instead of bounding boxes
(unlike Something-Else) because the final goal is to predict the grid position of the snitch. Surrogate
tasks are introduced randomly during training with a probability of 30% after each input frame.
Baselines and evaluation. Our model uses the OPT-125M backbone (results in Table 3). We
ablate both the surrogate (multi-target) tracking task (w/o Surrogate tasks) and our Two-stream video
encoder (w/o Two-stream Encoder) to demonstrate their importance. Following ALOE Ding et al.
(2021), we jointly train on static and moving camera splits.

The state-of-the-art powerful transformer-based IV-CL (Sun et al., 2023), OPNet (Shamsian et al.,
2020), Hopper (Zhou et al., 2021), TFC V3D Depthwise (Zhang, 2022) and Loci (Traub et al., 2023)
report results only on the static camera split. Loci (Traub et al., 2023) reports an impressive 90.7%
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Table 4. Evaluation of our LRR model on STAR (validation set).

Method Int. Seq. Pre. Fea. Overall ↑
Internvideo (Wang et al., 2022) 62.7 65.6 54.9 51.9 58.7
BLIP-2 (Li et al., 2023a) 65.4 69.0 59.7 54.2 62.0
SeViLA (Yu et al., 2023) 63.7 70.4 63.1 62.4 64.9

LRR (Ours) 73.7 71.0 71.3 65.1 70.5

LRR (w/o Surrogate tasks) 54.5 48.7 44.3 45.5 48.2

accuracy on the static camera split, but it is not applicable to the moving camera split due to its static
background and camera model. Our LRR model outperforms TFC V3D Depthwise (Zhang, 2022)
model on the static camera by 4.4% and ALOE (Ding et al., 2021) on the challenging moving camera
split by 20.7%. The large performance gain over the LRR (w/o Surrogate tasks) baseline shows the
advantage of surrogate tracking tasks, without which the model is not grounded to the motion of the
cones and hence fails in cases where the snitch is contained by the cones. Qualitative examples in
Fig. 5 illustrates that our model is able to successfully track objects in cases of recursive containment
and is robust to moving cameras. Finally, the performance advantage over the LRR (w/o Two-stream
encoder) confirms that our LRR model is able to better capture the motion of the objects.

4.4 STAR

STAR (Wu et al., 2021) is a situated spatio-temporal reasoning benchmark, consisting of questions
built upon real-world videos associated with human actions and interactions. The STAR benchmark
thus requires an understanding of low-level human motion, actions and object interactions. However,
the STAR dataset does not contain dense object annotations, e.g., object tracks, unlike the CATER
and Something-Else datasets. It only contains sparse spatio-temporal scene graphs which cover
selected keyframes. We introduce object recognition surrogate tasks to localize objects on these
keyframes based on the scene graphs. Furthermore, we jointly train our LRR model to recognize
actions from the Kinetics (Kay et al., 2017) and Moments in Time (Monfort et al., 2020) dataset, as
well as on surrogate tracking tasks from the Something-Else dataset (see Section 4.2) to improve the
understanding of object interactions. We also regularize on textual data.

Our LRR model with an OPT-350M LM backbone achieves 70.5% overall accuracy and significantly
outperforms powerful trasnformer-based state of the art models, such as SeViLA (Yu et al., 2023),
Internvideo (Wang et al., 2022) and BLIP-2 (Li et al., 2023a) as shown in Table 4. Following SeViLA
(Yu et al., 2023), we report results on the validation set. Note that methods such as SeViLA are
trained on a much larger set of image/video - text pairs and, use the 4.1B parameter BLIP as a video
encoder and the 3B parameter Flan-T5 XL as an language model (c.f . Section 4.4 in Yu et al. (2023)).
In contrast, our LRR model contains fewer parameters and is trained on a much smaller training set.
Curicially, our training set includes carefully selected surrogate tasks to endow the model with the
requisite low-level visual capabilities. To illustrate this, we include a ablation of our LRR model
without any surrogate tasks (w/o Surrogate tasks).

In addition to the results on the STAR validation set presented above we also evaluate our LRR model
on the STAR challenge leaderboard. The results can be found: here (ranked 1st as of January 2024.)

5 CONCLUSION

We show that off-the-shelf LMs can solve complex visual reasoning tasks on videos using our LRR
framework. In this framework, LMs equipped with a two-stream video encoder are supervised and
grounded using surrogate tasks. Grounding ensures that the LM can utilize relevant low-level visual
cues from in the input video to make predictions. Grounding predictions to low-level visual cues
combined with the high-level reasoning ability of the LM is the key to the success of the model. Our
LRR model outperforms the state of the art by 6.5% and 5.3% on the compositional and systematic
splits of the ACRE dataset; by 5.8% Top-1 accuracy on the compositional split of the Something-Else
dataset; by 4.4% Top-1 accuracy on static camera and 20.7% Top-1 accuracy on moving camera splits
of the CATER dataset; and by 5.6% overall accuracy on STAR.
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APPENDIX

A OVERVIEW

Here we provide, 1. Results on a “generalist” LRR model. 2. Surrogate tasks and overfitting.
3. Additional training details including hyper-parameters used for evaluation in Section 4 of the main
paper across ACRE, Something-Else and CATER datasets. 4. Additional experiments to compare our
LRR approach to “Chain-of-thought” (Wei et al., 2022) based approaches. 5. Additional qualitative
examples across ACRE, Something-Else and CATER datasets.

B GENERALIST MODEL

The results in the main paper show that we can leverage the reasoning capabilities of pre-trained
LMs to create “specialist” models with state of the art performance on a variety of visual reasoning
tasks using end-to-end learning. Next, as both the input modality and the acquired visual skills
are generic and in principle applicable across tasks, we train the model with OPT-125M backbone
jointly on the two video-based reasoning tasks discussed above, CATER and Something-Else.1 This
is a step towards developing a grounded “generalist” for performing reasoning in videos. Despite
commonalities in underlying low-level features, the diverse nature of reasoning objectives in the two
tasks makes this highly challenging. As shown in Table 5, our LRR (Joint) model outperforms even
the dataset specific fine-tuned state of the art models (SOTA) (Materzynska et al., 2020; Zhang, 2022;
Ding et al., 2021) on these highly diverse visual reasoning tasks.

Table 5. Evaluation of our LRR model trained jointly on CATER and Something-Else.
Something-Else CATER: Static Camera CATER: Moving Camera

Method Top 1↑ Top 5↑ Top 1↑ Top 5↑ Top 1↑ Top 5↑
SOTA (c.f . Tables 2 and 3) 56.2 81.3 79.7 95.5 59.7 90.1
LRR (Joint, Ours) 61.1 85.4 80.6 97.2 73.7 95.6

C SURROGATE TASKS AND OVERFITTING

To highlight that our surrogate tasks prevent our LRR model from overfitting, we report training and
test accuracy of our LRR model trained with and without surrogate tasks on the compositional split
of Something Else and on the moving camera split of CATER in Table 6.

The results show that our surrogate tasks clearly prevent overfitting as the model is grounded to the
fine-grained low-level details and is thus able to better “understand” the task at hand.

D ACRE

Additional training details. We trained our LRR model with the OPT-125M and OPT-1.3B
backbone until convergence (∼ 500k iterations) with a batch size of 4. We use the AdamW opti-
mizer (Loshchilov & Hutter, 2019) with a learning rate of 1 × 10−5, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.95 and
λ (weight decay) = 0.1 and gradient clipping with a norm of 1.0.
Comparsion to “Chain-of-thought”. As described in Section 3.4 of the main paper, we prompt our
LRR model to solve certain surrogate tasks at randomly selected time steps. It is also possible to
include surrogate tasks after every time-step. In this case, this would resemble a “Chain of Thought”
Wei et al. (2022) like process, where the final answer would depend upon the surrogate tasks solved
at inference time. However, this is very inefficient and thus impractical, especially for long video
sequences. We compare both of these approaches in Table 7. LRR (Random 30%, Ours) where we
prompt our LRR model with the OPT-125M backbone with a probability of 30% an input video
frame to solve surrogate tasks only during training. LRR (Every frame) where the model is prompted
to solve surrogate tasks after every frame during training and inference. Note, that in case of the LRR
(Every frame) model it is necessary to solve surrogate tasks during inference as the (autoregressive
LM) model always sees such tasks during training. We see from the results in Table 7, that the

1It may be possible to include datasets like ACRE by treating images as still videos, but we leave this for future work.
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Table 6. Results highlighting that our LRR model prevents overfitting.
Something-Else (Top 1 ↑) CATER: Moving Camera (Top 1 ↑)

Method Train Test Train Test

LRR (w/o Surrogate tasks) 92.6 50.1 99.4 62.7
LRR (Ours) 87.3 62.0 89.7 80.4

Table 7. Evaluation of our random prompting strategy on ACRE c.f . Table 2 in the main paper.

Method Compositional ↑ Systematic ↑ Inference Speed (msec) ↑
ALOE (Ding et al., 2021) 91.7 93.9 -

LRR (Random 30% during training, Ours) 98.2 99.2 61
LRR (Every frame) 99.3 99.5 1415

performance of LRR (Random 30% during training, Ours) is comparable with LRR (Every frame)
while the inference speed is order of magnitudes faster. We report the inference speed in milliseconds
on a single Nvidia A100 GPU. This is because our random prompting during training distills the
relevant low-level information into the hidden states of the LM backbone at a feature level and thus
does not require solving surrogate tasks at inference time in a COT like fashion.
Additional qualitative examples. We include additional qualitative examples in Fig. 6 highlighting
surrogate tasks. These examples illustrate that using our surrogate re-identification task, our LRR
model can aggregate information from multiple context trials to arrive at the final answer – following
the paradigm of “Look, Remember, Reason”.

Context Trials Query

<re-identify> 1,medium
purple rubber cube
<blicket> on.

. . .

<re-identify> 1,medium
purple rubber cube;
2, medium cyan rubber
cylinder.
<blicket> on.

. . .
<re-identify> 2, medium
cyan rubber cylinder.
<blicket> off.

<re-identify> 1,medium
purple rubber cube; 2,
medium cyan rubber cylin-
der
<answer> yes.

<re-identify> 3, medium
purple metal sphere;
4,medium brown metal
cube; 5,medium purple
metal cube; 6,medium red
metal cube.
<blicket> on.

. . .

<re-identify> 5, medium
purple metal cube;
3,medium purple metal
sphere; 6,medium red
metal cube.
<blicket> off.

. . .

<re-identify> 6, medium
red metal cube; 5,medium
purple metal cube;
3,medium purple metal
sphere; 7,medium green
rubber sphere; 4,medium
brown metal cube.
<blicket> on.

<re-identify> 5, medium
purple metal cube; 3,
medium purple metal
sphere; 6, medium red
metal cube; 7, medium
green rubber sphere.
<answer> maybe.

<re-identify> 3, medium
gray rubber cube.
<blicket> on.

. . .

<re-identify> 3, medium
gray rubber cube; 4,
medium purple rubber
cube; 5, medium cyan
rubber cube; 6,medium
brown metal cylinder .
<blicket> on.

. . .

<re-identify> 4, medium
purple rubber cube;
6,medium brown metal
cylinder; 5, medium cyan
rubber cube.
<blicket> off.

<re-identify> 5, medium
cyan rubber cube; 3,
medium gray rubber cube;
4, medium purple rubber
cube; 6, medium brown
metal cylinder.
<answer> yes.

Figure 6. Example solutions to surrogate tasks generated by our LRR model on ACRE. Re-identified objects
across context trials are underlined in the same color.
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E SOMETHING-ELSE

Additional training details. We trained our LRR model with the OPT-125M and OPT-1.3B
backbone until convergence (∼ 700k iterations) with a batch size of 4. We use the AdamW opti-
mizer (Loshchilov & Hutter, 2019) with a learning rate of 1 × 10−5, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.95 and
λ (weight decay) = 0.1 and gradient clipping with a norm of 1.0. We also employ random data
augmentation using RandAugment (Cubuk et al., 2020) with a magnitude of 15 and label smoothing
with ϵ = 0.3, where applicable (for fairness).
Additional qualitative examples. The qualitative examples in Fig. 4 show that our LRR model can
deal with visually complex real-world scenarios such as severe occlusions, e.g., the silver ball in Fig. 4
(bottom row) is occluded by the hand. Here in Fig. 7, we include additional qualitative examples
further highlighting that our LRR model can deal with visually complex real-world scenarios such
as severe deformations, e.g., the piece of paper in Fig. 7 second row which is torn into two pieces;
severe changes in appearance, e.g., the pen in Fig. 7 third row, the teal case in the fifth row; motion
blur in Fig. 7 last row.

Finally, these examples illustrate that using our surrogate tracking task, our LRR model can aggregate
information from multiple context trials to arrive at the final answer – following the paradigm of
“Look, Remember, Reason”.

F CATER

Additional training details. We trained our LRR model with the OPT-125M backbone until
convergence (∼ 600k iterations) with a batch size of 4. We use the AdamW optimizer (Loshchilov &
Hutter, 2019) with a learning rate of 1× 10−5, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.95 and λ (weight decay) = 0.1.
We use gradient clipping with a norm of 1.0.
Additional qualitative examples. We include additional qualitative examples including both the
static and moving camera splits in Fig. 8, highlighting the surrogate tracking task. We see that our
LRR model can successfully deal with containment in both static camera (rows 1-3; Fig. 8) and
moving camera (row 4-5; Fig. 8) settings, due to our rationale that explicitly tracks cones and the
snitch. Note that the example in row 5 in Fig. 8 from the moving camera split is especially challenging
due to recursive containment.
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Answer: Pretending or failing to wipe [something] off of [something].

Answer: Tearing [something] into two pieces.

Answer: Pushing [something] so that it almost falls off but doesn’t.

Answer: Pushing [something] from right to left.

Answer: Poking [something] so that it falls over.

Answer: Pushing [something] with [something].

Answer: Putting [something] next to [something].

Figure 7. Example solutions to surrogate tasks generated by our LRR model on Something-Else, highlighting
object tracks and bounding boxes
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Figure 8. Example solution to the tracking surrogate tasks generated by our LRR model on CATER. We show
the predicted grid locations of the cones and the snitch below.
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